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�� �The� synergistic� combination� of� Nanotechnology,� Bio-
technology,� Information� technology� and� Cognitive� science�
(NBIC)�are�now�being�put�to�bear�as�tools� in�the�pursuit�of�
human�enhancements�(Rocco��and�Bainbridge,�2003).

�� As� reports� from� national� advisory� committees� around� the�
world�take�different�stances�on�the�evaluation�of�the�potential�
impacts�of�NBIC-based�human�enhancements�(Allhoff,�2009),�
it�is�clear�that�opposition�between�so�called�‘humanists’�and�
‘post-humanists’�is�tainting�these�stances�(Béland,�2006)�and�
that�a�clear� ideological�divide�is�emerging�between�what� is�
morally�acceptable�and�what�is�morally�unacceptable�(Figure�
1.)

�� �It� is� our� contention� that� in� order� to� bridge� this� divide� a�
dialogue-based�approach�for�the�moral�evaluation�of�human�
enhancement�must�be�proposed�(Béland�et�Patenaude,�2009).�
Such�dialogue�can�only�be�grounded�on�the�analysis�of�the�
perspectives�and�arguments�of�human�enhancement,�which�
must�be�first�analyzed�in�the�context�of�ethics.

�� Provide�stakeholders�with�an�overview�of�the�different�moral�
arguments�and�their�philosophical�foundations�feeding�this�
ideological�divide

�� Present� contending� perspectives� of� dialog� to� help� create�
consensus�or�compromise�about�the�impacts�of�NBIC-based�
human� enhancements� and� their� applications� to� different�
stages�of�our�lives.�

�� Establish� a� sensible� middle� path� between� two� simplistic�
moral�stances�(i.e.�strong�regulation�from�radical�humanists�
to� protect� against� unintended� effects� on� society� and� no�
regulation�from�posthumanist«� to� limit� individual� liberty�or�
pure�autonomy).

�� Provide�a�balanced�view�of�ethical�issues�surrounding�NCIB-
based� human� enhancements� and� their� impacts� on� human�
values�to�stakeholders�in�order�for�them�to�be�more�proactive�
and�less�reactive�(ex:�GMO�situation)�in�creating�policies�(laws,�
rules)�to�govern�their�use.�
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Moral�Argument�/�Philosophical�
Foundation Application�to�Cases�and�Elements�of�Dispute

Moral Argument:�Human�Nature1

Philosophical Foundation: 
Metaphysics2

Natural enhancements (if exist without any human 
intervention) versus artificial enhancements (which 
exist with human intervention)

Therapy or therapeutic driven enhancements 
versus non-therapeutic enhancements

A consensus on the natural-versus-artificial distinction to identify 
human enhancement is difficult to defend given the ambiguity 
of the term «natural».

Clear-cut distinction between therapeutic and non-therapeutic 
enhancement is impossible - Ex: Is vaccination a form of therapy, 
or a non-therapeutic enhancement of our immune system?

Moral Argument:�Autonomy3

Philosophical Foundation: 
Metaphysics�/�Ontology4

User’s decision is central to the issue of human 
enhancement

Own individual choices to enhance oneself (life 
extension, as one case)

Difficulty to establish if we are truly acting freely or not while 
under the influence of the enhancement 

No consideration of social impacts

Pure freedom or self-sufficient autonomy is not a moral 
conception which presupposes to care about others 

Moral Argument:�Human�Dignity5

Philosophical Foundation: 
Transcendental�idealism6

Man as an end not as a mean to an end. 

General to particular in different situations of 
enhanced capabilities of the human body or human 
brain.

No indisputable definitions of human dignity 

Existence of cross-cultural ambiguities that preclude the 
emergence of common notion of human dignity. 

Contextual approach needed to decide if technologies serve 
human dignity or not

Moral Argument:�
Consequentialism7

Philosophical Foundation: 
Utilitarism8

Is the pursuit of a human-machine hybrid as an 
end contributes to the happiness or pleasure 
of all people or will it create social disruptions 
between those enhanced and the unenhanced 
(«enhancement divide»)?

Necessitiy of a short-term and long-term gains/costs or risks/
benefits analysis of human activities on fundamental values 
such as life, health, knowledge and sociability

Lack of knowledge on acceptable risk by the public, by key 
stakeholders and by policy makers. 

Moral Argument:�Equity,�Fairness9

Philosophical Foundation: 
Justice10

Inequities engendered by enhancement:  
advantages gained by enhanced persons imply 
a relative disadvantages for unenhanced persons 
in many areas of life. 

Unfairness engendered by enhancement: 
disparity between supply and demand for human 
enhancement will favour wealthy individuals.

Impossibility to close the gap of inequities and disparity between 
enhanced person and between enhanced and unenhanced 
persons in a hypercompetitive world.

Can a market system be fair?  How do we get community 
acceptance for this market?  
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Extreme�Opponency Opponency Proponency Extreme�Proponency

Radical�Humanists

People who maintain that human na-
ture is sacred and should be preserved.

Moral stance: Demonize what can 
change human nature by targetting 
and focussing only on harms and dis-
avantages

Moderate�Humanists

People who promote mediation to incite 
public acceptability and to facilitate 
public involvement in decision making.

Ethical stance: Focus is on the 
evaluation of the consequences of 
the nanotechnologies and their social 
acceptance.

Moderate�Scientists

People who want to facilitate and 
implement NBIC bases human 
enhancements but recognize the need 
for public acceptance.

Ethical stance: primarily concerned 
with  toxicological issues on human 
and environment.

Posthumanists

People who advocate the pursuit of 
NBIC-based human enhancements 
because we can.

Moral Stance: Autonomy is sacred and 
we have individual rights of to either 
maintain or modify our own mind and 
body.

All Risk 
is Morally

Acceptable
for Post-

Humanism

All Risk is
Morally
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for Radical
Humanism
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Impacts of
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Figure�1.�Continuum�of�opponency�and�proponency�to�«NBIC»�impacts�of�human�enhancement

Table�1.�Conceptual�grid� for�moral�or�ethical�arguments�used� in� the�evaluation�of� the� impacts�of�NCBI–based�human�enhancement.�1. Human�nature - Concept 
encompassing that there are a set of characteristics, which all humans have in common. Human nature is considered fixed and invariable or is malleable through human intervention. 
2. Metaphysics – Perspectives on the fundamental nature and substance of humans. Humans are purely natural phenomena that evolved to our present state through natural 
mechanisms such as evolution. Humans can temporarily or permanently overcome their current limitations through artificial means. 3. Autonomy  Concept refering to a person’s 
capacity for self- determination in the context of moral choices. 4. Metaphysics�/�Ontology�- Study of that which is common to all things which exist, and of the categorisation 
of the diverse senses in which things can and do exist. 5. Human�Dignity�- All human beings have an innate right to respect and ethical treatment and their rights are inviolable.   
6. Transcendental�idealism – The human experience of things consists of how they appear to us rather than being an activity that directly comprehends the things as they are 
in and of themselves. 7. Consequentialism – Consequences of a particular action form the basis for any valid moral judgment about that action. 8. Utilitarism�- The moral worth 
of an action is determined solely by its contribution to happiness or pleasure as summed among all people. The moral worth of an action is determined by its outcome. 9. Equity,�
fairness�- Equity : Notion that individuals possess certain normative expectations about what is considered fair and just in any given situation irrespective of the letter of the law. 
Fairness: principle of justice holding that decisions should be based on objective criteria, rather than on the basis of bias, prejudice, or preferring the benefit to one person over 
another for improper reasons. 10. Justice�-�Concept of moral rightness based on ethics, rationality, rights and laws to promote equity and fairness (for instance, in the share out 
of benefits and risks if the right of enhancement is regarded as a derived human right).


